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Introduction 

Hindi is the national language of India. Written Hindi employs the Devangari script which 
contains 1 0 vowels and 40 consonants. Bars on top of the symbols make them distinct. Since 
Hindi is a phonetic language, the word is pronounced according to its spelling and follows the 
written form. 

Grammar Sentence Structure 

English and Hindi share the same verb tenses, i.e. simple present, past, future, and so on. In 
terms of sentence structure, the subject-object-verb is used in Hindi. 

Nouns:. There is no definite article 'the' in Hindi. Masculine nouns are' of two types: those 
ending in a final "aa" in the singular which changes to 'e' in the plural 

larkaa 

karnraa 

boy 

room 

larke 

karnre 
boys 
rooms 

Feminine nouns are also of two types: those ending in "ii" or "iya" in the singular which form 
their plural in "iyaan ". 

larkii girl Larkiyaan girls 

Adjectives: are the words that describe or modify the person or thing in the sentence. 

Hindi English 



a small tree. 

a tall building. 

a very old man. 

a very nice friend. 

Prepositions: 

In Hindi, these are some ofthe simple prepositions. These are: 

Preposition Hindi English 

(Jl)/ in ~Jl in delhi 

(C1cf;) /till 3ffi1f (1cfi till today 

(tR)/ par mTtR oil table 

(~)I se ~~ from bus 

Verbs 

The verb must agree with its subject in both number and gender. In terms of sentence structure, 
the subject-object-verb is used in Hindi. 

~~~ (you speak) 

~ ~ 6 ( he speaks very fast) 

a~~ (they speak 

Vocabulary 

Lakaa boy 

Larke boys 

Kamraa room 



• 

Kamre rooms 

Larkii girl 

Larkiyaan girls 

Phool flowers 

Thoms kaante 

Duniya world 

Daulat wealth 

Pronunciation: In hindi there is contrast between consonants. Some of them are aspirated and 
some are non-aspirated. 

Aspirated: consonants pronounced with audible expulsion of breadth. For example: 

(to eat) tha_(was) 

Bhaag (to run) peena_(to drink) 

Non aspirated: consonants pronounced with minimal breadth. For example: 

fin skin 

S,12in 

Dialogue in Hindi: 

The predominant Indian film industry "Bollywood" located m Mumbai uses dialects of 
Hindustani, Awadhi, Rajasthani. 

Two famous dialogues from the movie "Mughal-e- azam" are as follows: 

• ~~~ ~fChCT"I q:;jcjtR~ (Flowers do not wither, but thorns stay over) 

• ~ ~ ~ 'C<:fRT cfrr (R'tJ'> ~-- (In this world stay on side oflove .. not of wealth) 

~wtr{~ 


